FieldManager
Software Benefits
• Scalable to fit any size
organization
• Standardizes business
practices
• Accurate record keeping
• Paperless data collection
• Instantaneous status reports
• Timely contractor payments
• Significant time and cost
savings
• Increased flexibility
• Access to critical information
both on- and off- site
• Faster decision making
• Login security and revision
tracking for comprehensive
auditing
• Single-point data entry
• Standalone or network
installation
• Configurable to meet your
specific business needs

The FieldManager® software is an award-winning construction management system for managing
and tracking construction projects. Designed for any size organization that manages construction
projects, the FieldManager software wraps up contract documentation and reporting, contract
modifications, and pay estimates into one neat package, increasing productivity and accountability
by implementing a standard business practice across the organization.
Increasing demands and higher accountability in the construction industry require
an enterprise-wide solution that offers seamless integration, ease of use and reliable
support. Designed and built for users by users, the FieldManager® software provides
a stable and scalable software solution to manage your construction projects.
Using field-proven methodologies, the FieldManager software reduces common
errors and organizes vast amounts of construction contract data with pinpoint
accuracy, streamlining the construction management process and adding clarity
to all levels of communication.
The FieldManager software, along with its companion products – the FieldManager
Read-Only software, the FieldBook™ software, the FieldBuilder™ software and
the FieldNet™ software– works for you by offering single-point data entry,
comprehensive reporting tools and configurable agency options to fit your exact
business needs.
The FieldManager software acts as the main repository for your construction
contracts, tracking everything from pay estimates and contract modifications to
material usage and inspector daily reports.
The FieldManager Read-Only software provides anyone involved in the
construction cycle, from executives to contractors, access to project data for
reference and review.
For field data collection, the FieldBook software works on-site with the inspectors,
providing them with critical contract data and a means to accurately capture site
conditions, item usage, field personnel and equipment, and much more.
The FieldBuilder software allows organizations to independently create tailored
reference lists and projects outside the boundaries of other agencies or governing
authorities.
Simplify data transfers and authorizations with the FieldNet software, a secure
and dependable communications network that eliminates problems associated
with e-mail or disks. All requests are logged, and authorizations for pay estimates
and contract modifications can be done in a flash.

The FieldManager software’s
reporting tools also enhance
its flexibility. Not only can you
access more than 70 built-in,
standard reports and inquiries,
but you also can use any
ODBC-compliant query tool to
generate customized reports. It
is also fully configurable. The
program lets you decide how to
handle certain situations, like
quantity overrun payments,
stockpiles, material insufficiencies and time charge
increments, based on your specific business practices.
The FieldManager software has no practical limit to the
number or size of the contracts it can manage.
With login security and revision tracking, the
FieldManager software keeps audit trails on every action
related to contractor pay estimates. In addition, sorting
and filtering on different criteria enable you to locate
specific information quickly. For example, researching site
conditions for an accident that occurred three years ago
takes seconds, rather than the hours that would be spent

sifting through paperwork. The FieldManager software
records data only once and then transfers it to necessary
locations, thus eliminating the need to write down
information multiple times and preventing common data
entry errors. Extensive edits and warnings are built into
the system to ensure that fields are filled in correctly, with
minimal effort, and to provide a high degree of protection
from user error.
Implement the FieldManager software and begin
experiencing the many benefits of the system:
• significant time and cost savings
• substantial reduction in paperwork
• more timely project completions
• better organized projects
• increased flexibility and accuracy
• faster decision making
• improved customer response time
• faster generation of pay estimates
• increased access to contract information
Our support team provides exceptional and timely
assistance. Reach us however it’s convenient for you - by
email, online web form or phone. Your problem will be
addressed immediately by an experienced, hands-on
support staff member.

FieldManager users are talking...
Managing more contracts with less staff

ROI: 2 days/wk, tens of thousands of dollars

“With FieldManager, we can manage more contracts, for
more clients per person in the field, and still maintain
competitive fees. A single project manager can manage
multiple contracts, and FieldManager is also adaptable to
individual client’s payment processes. We definitely feel
that FieldManager is a differentiator for us.”

“The savings in time [using FieldManager Read-Only]
amounts to two days a week - minimum - saved between
the project administrator and construction administrator.
Cost savings in a year’s time over many projects is in the
tens of thousands of dollars, in my opinion.”

Scott Dick, USI Consultants, Inc.

Ypsilanti, Michigan

Indianapolis, Indiana

Ken Terveen, Barrett Paving Materials

Large agency saving $28.5 million/year

Quickly adopted by users
“Because the old system was so hard to use, we did not
experience the normal resistance change. We did a day
long training session with the entire staff. [Now,] we
all end up doing things the same way and its easy to
track what is going on. We save many man-hours in the
preparation of progress payments, IDRs and even billings
for reimbursable work orders, etc...”-

“A survey of Michigan Department of Transportation
offices and construction sites showed the computer
program saves the state an estimated $28.5 million a
year in reduced hands-on time needed to prepare and
monitor inspection reports. And that’s just what we could
substantiate. There are lots of other areas where this saves
money that we could not document that would probably
double that amount.”

Bart Arthur, Clark County Department of Public Works

Cliff Farr, Michigan Department of Transportation

Clark County, Washington

Lansing, Michigan
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